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Back pain?
Try a papaya.
Chymopapain treatments for some patients with
"slipped discs" are being done at the Saint Cloud
Hospital.

Also inside: The hospital's new pain management

program is explained.

Ervin Gelle underwent a chymopapain
treatment at the Saint Cloud Hospital.
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Causes of Back Problems
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Back pain and problems can occur at any age and from many
causes. Neurologist Keith Larson explains some of the causes.
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Physical Therapy for the Back
"Free swim," whirlpools, inverted traction and exercises in
back mobility and abdominal strength are some methods of
physical therapy for back problems.
Dr. Robert J. Scheuerell is one of several physicians at the Saint Cloud
Hospital performing chymopapain injections for some patients with
"slipped discs." Chymopapain, an extract of the papaya plant, is an
alternative to surgery for some adults plagued with disc problems.
The drug was approved by the FDA in November 1982.
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Try a Papaya ...
A number of staff physicians are giving chymopapain injections
for some patients with "slipped discs."
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Prevention
Back:problems can be prevented through some common-sense
measures.
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Pain. Management
A new pain management program for chronic pain sufferers
will teach life management skills — how to live productively
and peacefully even with pain.
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Back pain is common affliction
B
ack pain and problems associated with the back are among
the most common of disorders
affecting mankind. Such problems
can occur at any age and from
many causes.
Most back pain is centered on
the muscles and ligaments of the
back, rather than the spine, as is
commonly believed. The causes of
back pain vary. However, a study
was recently conducted on 5,000
patients suffering from lower back
pain. It found a very strong association between muscle "deficiency"
on the one hand, and pain and
disability on the other. In fact,
more than 80 percent of these
patients had muscular problems
not associated with any specific
disease or developmental problem.
The tightness and stiffness of
back muscles, a main cause of the
lower back pain experienced by
these patients, responded to a
program of therapeutic exercises
aimed at limbering and stretching
these muscles. After the exercises,
the back pain diminished.

The tension syndrome
Muscle tension, itself, can
cause severe back pain. Called
the "tension syndrome," it is the
result of our high-pressure lifestyles which keep the sedentary
individual in a state of irritation
without allowing for physical and/
or emotional release. This constant
tension shortens muscles and deprives them of elasticity. Once the
muscle tightness has reached a
certain level, and lack of physical
activity has weakened the tense
muscles, the stage is set for the
first episode of back pain.
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As minor episodes of back pain
start, muscles are weakened and
become stiffened. This compounds
the problem and causes the pain
episodes to increase in both intensity and frequency. Treatment
requires not only a planned retraining program to reduce muscle
tension, which may extend over
months, but also local treatment of
tender muscle areas, with various
methods of physical therapy and
injections.
Regular exercise has a "protective value" in the prevention of
back pain due to tension. It serves
both to keep posture muscles flexible and strong, and it serves as
an outlet for nervous irritations.

66
I know low-backers'
who are weight lifters.
I've seen more backs
go out when people
shift body weight,
such as to catch a
pencil falling off a
desk.
Dr. Keith Larson,
neurologist

99
Dr. Keith Larson, a neurologist
at Saint Cloud Hospital, is a firm
believer in the importance of exercise. "To change our risk of having
low back problems . . . we must
take action and begin engaging in
those activities which require action
— exercises and sports appropriate
to the condition and age of the
person."
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To change our risk
of having low back
problems ... we must
take action and begin
engaging in those
activities which
require action —
exercises and sports
appropriate to the
condition and age
of the person.
Dr. Keith Larson
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Of course, there are other problems affecting the spine that might
produce back pain, including birth
defects, arthritis and metabolic
disorders. Treatment of all these
spinal problems varies from dietary
changes, to exercise and physical
therapy, to surgery.

Dr. Keith Larson

He recommends walking briskly,
not strolling, for 15 to 30 minutes per day, four times a week.
"Enough to sweat and breathe
hard," Dr. Larson explained.
However, some people, such as
arthritics, may not be able to do
this. "If you have a medical condition that this is going to re-injure,
this isn't recommended," he
emphasized.
Does heavy lifting cause most
back problems? Not necessarily. "I
know low-backers' who are weight
lifters," Dr. Larson said. "I've seen
more backs go out when people
shift body weight," Dr. Larson
noted, "such as to catch a pencil
falling off a desk." And most lifting
problems for nurses, Dr. Larson
observed, seem to occur during
the first and last hours of the shift,
when they aren't properly warmed
up or are fatigued.

Problems of the spine
Not all back pain is the result of
muscle problems. Spinal problems
are another source of backache.

Regular exercise has a "protective value" in the prevention of back pain due
to tension.

The functions of the spine are
to provide the spinal cord with a
bony protection against injury, to
support the head and body in an
upright position and, most importantly, to provide for the balance
of the body to its own center- of
gravity. We flex, extend and rotate
the spine countless times each day
as we walk, run, sit, stand, stoop,
or twist. Often, we call upon it
to bear extra weight as we lift
and carry heavy loads.

Spinal problems occur for many
reasons. In childhood, the most
likely cause is infection. In adolescence, a developmental defect
affecting normal growth, such as
epiphysitis, a condition causing inflammation of the vertebral discs,
is most common. In young and
middle-aged adults, some type of
mechanical strain on ligaments or
vertebral discs often occurs. And
in elderly persons, a degenerative
disease such as osteoporosis, which
is the loss of calcium in the bones
causing them to become brittle, is
a common cause of back pain.

Future candidates
for back pain
To measure the expectancy of
future back pain problems among
the younger generation, a study
was recently conducted of school
children between 6-16 years of age
to determine their muscular fitness.
More than 58 percent failed one
or more of the muscular fitness
tests, and were therefore considered good candidates for future
backache. And why did they fail?
Lack of exercise and overtension,
said the study.

I
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Physical therapists help people
with all types of back pain
I

The patient in the above photo is participating in "free swim,"
a type of physical therapy for the back. By eliminating
gravity, it allows the muscles to loosen and move freely.
A harness around the patient's waist suspends him in the
water and a miniature plastic innertube keeps his head afloat.
For the inverted traction method (right), the patient is lying
on a padded table with her feet strapped to the table. Being
reclined at various angles reverses the effects of gravity's
compression on the spine to provide elongation effects.
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magine floating on your back in
a big metal tub. A harness around
your waist suspends you in the
water and a miniature plastic innertube keeps your head afloat.
Sound like a new style of swimming lessons? It's not. It's a form
of physical therapy for the back
called free swim which, by eliminating gravity, allows the muscles
to loosen and move freely.
This method, along with whirlpools, hot and cold packs,
massages, inverted traction and
exercises in back mobility and abdominal strength are all used in
Saint Cloud Hospital's Rehabilitation Center. The whirlpools, hot
packs and massages are used to
relax tight muscles while the cold
packs numb the area to deaden
the pain. For the inverted traction
method, the individuals lie on .a
padded table with their feet strapped to the table. They are reclined
upside down at various angles.
This reverses the effects of gravity's
compression on the spine to provide elongation effects. "In all of
these methods, the end goal is to
get rid of or decrease pain," said
Nancy Sokoloski, senior physical
therapist.

The physical therapists work
with people who have all types of
back pain, although many of the
people's problems stem from work
or car accidents, Sokoloski said.
The patients can range in age from
12 to 90 years old and their occupations range from businessmen to
factory workers to homemakers.
The therapists treat patients with
mild to extremely severe pain.
"Generally, the doctors feel it's
worth the time to start on conservative treatments like physical
therapy, heat and bedrest. If they
don't work, the other alternative
might be surgery," Sokoloski said.
Outpatients are generally treated
three times a week and those
in the hospital have one or two
sessions a day depending on the
nature of their injuries, Sokoloski
said.
"For the patients with chronic
pain we teach them to adapt and
live with it; some of them are never
pain-free all the time," Sokoloski
continued. "The patients with
milder pain stemming from a mild
muscle strain usually can expect
full recovery but we really stress
educating them so they don't hurt
themselves again.
"We promote good physical
condition because the more fit
they are, the better it is for their
backs."

tt
The patients with
milder pain stemming
from a mild muscle
strain usually can
expect full recovery
but we really stress
educating them so
they don't hurt themselves again.
Nancy Sokoloski,
senior physical therapist
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Patients pick papaya extract for

treatment of 'slipped discs'

S

ome patients with herniated
lower back discs — commonly
called "slipped discs" — may pick
papaya fruit as their treatment.
A number of Saint Cloud Hospital physicians have recently started
treating selected patients with
chymopapain, an extract of the
papaya plant. Chymopapain is an
alternative to major surgery for
some patients plagued with the
back problem of herniated discs.
Other conventional treatments include bed rest, traction, or surgery
that removes the protruding disc
material.

`Shock absorbers'
Discs, pads of cartilage between
the vertebrae, act like shock absorbers. They consist of tough,
fibrous tissue on the outside. The
disc's center, a jelly-like tissue
known as nucleous pulposus, contains about a teaspoonful of soft
tissue.
Disc problems evolve when material from the inside of the disc
bulges outward, applying pressure
to surrounding nerves, and causing
severe back, hip and leg pain.
Chymopapain works by dissolving
the herniated material, relieving
pressure on the nearby nerves.
A rupture is made possible when
the outside of the disc — called
the anulus — degenerates or wears
thin. "In addition, it may be associated with injury," said Dr. Robert
J. Scheuerell, one of the orthopedic surgeons at Saint Cloud
Hospital who is performing the
treatments. If the anulus is worn
very thin, even a light object could
cause the problem. "If the anulus
is worn thin enough, even picking
up a Kleenex could rupture it,"
Dr. Scheuerell said.
Can replace surgery
Treatment with chymopapain is
only for adults who have problems
with herniated discs in their lower
backs. "It is effective 75 percent of
the time," Dr. Scheuerell said. For
some people, it replaces the need
for major surgery.
6

Dr. Robert J. Scheuerell

Dr. Scheuerell said that he usually prescribes cortisone after a
chymopapain injection. This is to
prevent back muscle spasms. The
spasms can necessitate a longer
hospital stay. With the cortisone,
Dr. Scheuerell expects most patients to go home after about two
or three days in the hospital.
Patients can return'to sedentary
work in one month and more vigorous activities in two to three
months, he said.

An image of the disc appears on a monitor a few feet away from the patient,
facing the physician. The physician is able to check the needle's position as he
carefully maneuvers it into the exact spot in the disc.
There are four reasons why a
person may still need the conventional surgery to repair disc
damage:
1) Because of the chance of an
allergic reaction, the drug can be
used only once in a person's lifetime. Any subsequent disc problem
would not be corrected by a second chymopapain injection. More
than one disc can be treated at
one time with the chymopapain
injections, however.
2) If the inside of the disc has
completely ruptured out of its
covering — called a free fragment — surgery would have to
be performed.
3) Some persons may have
bone growing around nerves, in
addition to a ruptured disc. The
chymopapain would not be effective in dissolving the bone or
correcting that problem.

4) Some patients may have a
large amount of nerve damage,
and waiting four to six weeks for
the chymopapain to fully dissolve
the tissue would allow too much
time for further nerve damage.
"There may be nothing left to salvage," Dr. Scheuerell said. This
neurological progression would
have to be corrected by surgery.
As mentioned, one potential
drawback of the treatment is that
about one percent of those people
who are candidates for chymopapain treatment may be allergic to
it. There is no way to test that
beforehand. Some of the reactions
can be severe; anaphylactic shock
can occur. The mortality rate is
about the same as that for disc
surgery, according to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration.
The injection of chymopapain,
performed in the hospital's operating room or a specially-equipped
room in the Radiology Department,
takes about 60 minutes. The patient is under a general or local
anesthetic.

The physician uses an X-ray
machine to locate the troubled disc.
"The X-ray device in the operating
room works like a television set"
said Dr. Scheuerell. An image of
the disc appears on a monitor a
few feet away from the patient,
Every few seconds or minutes,
lights in the room dim and the
image flashes on the screen, giving
the physician enough time to check
the needle's position as he caret
fully maneuvers it into the exact
spot in the disc.

A fluoroscopic dye is next injected into the disc, providing a
contrast on the X-ray image, assuring that the needle is in the correct
position. Once this exact location
is found, the chymopapain is injected through a long, hollow
needle. After a few more minutes,
the procedure is over, and the patient returns to his room with a
small Band-Aid placed over the
spot where the chymopapain was
injected.

First approved in 1964
Chymopapain treatments-began
in the United States in 1964 but
the drug was withdrawn for a long
time due to questions about its
safety and effectiveness. It continued to be used in Canada, and
after further testing by the FDA, it
was approved again for use in this
country.
The drug is only available to
hospitals, and will only be used by
back surgeons who have been specially trained in its use. Six orthopedic surgeons and a neurosurgeon
will be doing chymopapain treatments at Saint Cloud Hospital.

I
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Back problem prevention involves life style

`Disc patient' tells why he
tried chymopapain injection

Oh, my aching back," is a
commonly heard phrase in many
towns, cities and countries.
But did you know that 80 percent of low back injuries can be
prevented or controlled?
"To prevent back injuries, you
have to look at everything you do
from the time you get up until the
time you go to bed," said Chris
Scribner, Employee Health Service
Coordinator.
"Back injuries usually result from
an accumulation of incidents,"
Scribner said. A variety of movements such as sitting, standing,
lifting, reaching, bending and twisting improperly can trigger a back
problem. "Back problems are not
just work-related; they can happen
at home, at the grocery store or
almost anywhere in your day-today activities," Scribner said.
Scribner suggested the following
for prevention of back problems.
First, know your back — how it
works and how you can help it.
"

it

Nutrition's role

E

rvin Gelle can tell you all about back pain.
And leg pain.
Gelle worked in road construction until he
was injured on-the-job in July 1981. The injury gave him the most pain in his right leg.
He said that he was lucky to get several
hours of sleep each night because the pain
was so severe. "The pain was so bad some
nights, I didn't know where to put my leg
(to feel the most comfortable)."
The difficulties he experienced didn't end
with the physical pain. "The bad thing is that
I would get so depressed," Gelle said. "I didn't
care about anybody or anything."
Dr. Robert J. Scheuerell is Gelle's physician. He ordered X-rays and a CAT scan of
Gelle's back, which showed one "really bad"
disc, Gelle said, and the two discs immediately
above and below that one in a deteriorated
state.
Nerves were being pinched, Gelle said,
causing the pain.
"Dr. Scheuerell gave me three choices,"
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Gelle said. One was to inject cortisone into
the back, but this would only give short-term
relief. The second was to have Gelle undergo
surgery to remove the protruding disc material.
And the third option was to have a chymopapain treatment.
"I had heard positive things about chymopapain," Gelle said. "I figured I had nothing
to lose. That's why I decided to try it."
Three weeks after the chymopapain injection, Gelle still had some back pain but his
legs were starting to hurt less. After about six
weeks, the pain in his legs had disappeared,
and his back showed more improvement.
Physicians usually allow four to six weeks
to get a good indication of how the chymopapain will work for each patient.
Chymopapain is effective 75 percent of the
time, according to Dr. Scheuerell.
"At least I've got something to look forward to now," Gelle said. "And if I can help
anyone (by relating his experience), I'd be
glad to help someone."

Second, examine your diet. Eat
well-balanced meals that promote
growth and repair of tissues and
prevent deficiency and infection.
Eat slowly and think about what
you're eating. It's also a good idea
to eat the heaviest portion of the
meal first, like the meat, and save
the filler, a salad, for last.
Physical fitness, stress

Next, look at your physical fitness and activity levels. These tie
in closely with nutrition because
your activities help determine your
calorie intake. A physically-fit
person is usually a happier person
because he or she feels better and
can function more efficiently..
Last, watch your stress level.
Take a minute to relax your body
because tight muscles are prone
to injury.
Scribner stresses these suggestions because "once you've had
a back injury, you're a good
candidate to have a second injury
if you don't look at your life style."

■

Saint Cloud Hospital physical therapists are involved in educating patients on
preventing back problems. In the above photo, Senior Physical Therapist Nancy
Sokoloski demonstrates a proper "lifting" technique.

WAYS TO ADJUST TO LIVING WITH STRESS
1. Exercise when you feel uptight. You relax better when
you are physically active.
2. Learn to verbalize your emotions.
3. Accept what you cannot change.
4. Avoid self-medication.
5. Get enough rest.
6. Do something for others. You usually feel better when
you help another person.
7. Learn to ask for help. You may not be able to do the
job all by yourself.
8. Accomplish one task before you start another one.
9. Make yourself available to become involved in outside
activities, either social or physical.

9

Pain management program to address

life system of chronic pain sufferer

I

t is possible to live a loving,
productive life even with chronic
(long-lasting) pain. It is possible
to have peace of mind even with
a hurting body," said Kimla Bushbaum Borodine, who was recently
named Chief of the Pain Management Program at the Saint Cloud
Hospital. She continued, "The
greatest obstacle for the chronic
pain sufferer to overcome is fear.
Fear is the most destructive force
that not only perpetuates dysfunction in chronic pain but also inhibits
any attempt for reactivation. Fear
must be replaced with hope."
How does Ms. Borodine know
this? For nearly 20 years she experimented with various ways to
cope with her own back pain. The
past 4 1/2 years she has worked
with pain management programs
in the Twin Cities teaching others
what she has learned to be most
effective.

Holistic approach
"Chronic pain needs to be treated
from a holistic approach," Ms.
Borodine explained. Pain affects
the whole person, not just the physical body. Usually people with chronic pain lose their self-confidence.
They feel helpless and hopeless.
Life, itself, looks bleak. "Having
tried without success every traditional, medical procedure available,
from the most conservative to surgery, the chronic pain sufferer ends
up feeling victimized," says Ms.
Borodine. "What they need to
learn is how to regain control of
their lives again," she said. "Self
responsibility is the key."
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Carol Bauer, left, Physical Therapy Assistant, is shown on an exercise bike
— something that program participants will be using each day. They will
learn to monitor their own pulse rate during exercise.
Kimla Borodine

The focus of the Saint Cloud
Hospital Pain Program is "to teach
life management skills — how to
live productively and peacefully
even with pain, " Ms. Borodine
said. "All aspects of life will be
addressed including family relationships, recreation, vocational issues,
nutrition, spirituality and physical
conditioning. Stress management
and relaxation training will be
taught."

Family involvement
The program will be underway
sometime later this summer. Six to
eight participants will be admitted
at a time to undergo an inhouse
stay of four weeks. An extensive
follow-up program will be an integral part of the treatment. "Family
involvement will be important since
chronic pain affects the whole
family system, " Ms. Borodine said.

Gladys Kustritz, above, Occupational Therapist, will be instructing persons
in proper posture during activities of daily living. Pain management program
participants will learn to use their bodies correctly — strengthening the
correct muscles — in everyday activities.

The greatest obstacle
for the chronic pain
sufferer to overcome
is fear. Fear is the
most destructive
force that not only
perpetuates dysfunction in chronic pain
but also inhibits...
reactivation. Fear
must be replaced
with hope.

Not all pain problems will be
appropriate for the hospital's program. The majority of the participants, Ms. Borodine expects, will
be people whose pain is a result of
work-related or automobile injuries.
Most of these injuries involve the
back and neck. "We may also see
some individuals with chronic headaches or arthritis. Back problems
are the most common though,"
she said.

Kimla Borodine
Chief, Pain Management Program

Physical reactivation will be
strongly emphasized in Saint Cloud
Hospital's program. Most chronic
pain patients are severely deconditioned. They need to strengthen
not only their skeletal muscles but
also to improve their whole cardiovascular functioning. A total exercise program will be incorporated
where specific exercises will be
taught to increase strength, flexibility and endurance. "Participants
will discover their realistic limitations," Ms. Borodine said. "They
will learn to monitor their own
exercises so they can gradually
extend their physical limits."

Many people with chronic pain
see themselves as totally disabled.
They have difficulty believing they
can ever be capable and functional
again. "Though these individuals
are in pain, they are not necessarily
disabled. Disability is more a state
of mind than a state of body," Ms.
Borodine noted.

Depression is common
Pain itself is not the deterring
factor when it comes to enjoying
life. How a person reacts to the
pain emotionally is the key. Emotions such as fear, self-pity, anger
and guilt are common. Depression
is almost always in the picture.

,9
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Throughout the year Saint Cloud Hospital
receives financial support from many people. We
are grateful for your continued confidence and
support of Saint Cloud Hospital as expressed by
your generous contributions.

Use of relaxation skills will be an important part of learning pain
management, as demonstrated by Kimla Borodine in the photo above.
Cassette tapes, used in relaxation training, will be an integral part of
the program.
Bill Schwartz, Chief of the hospital's Physical Therapy Department,
will help participants understand body structure and use of the body
for movement and exercise. By understanding their bodies more
thoroughly, people can learn how to take better care of themselves.

"In our program," Ms. Borodine
said, "our intent is to show the
participants that pain need not
control their lives. There are ways
to minimize the pain and move on
in life feeling competent and confident with one's self. It's not an
easy process," she added. "There
is no magic cure or simple way to
fix the pain problem. Each individual holds the proper ingredients to
realize his or her own well-being.
They must reach within themselves
to find the answers. We can help
them with that process. The idea
of holistic treatment is the shift of
responsibility from doctor back to
the individual. Each person must
learn to find a balance for him or
herself as a total person in body,
mind, emotions and spirit."
Kimla Borodine summarized by
saying, "The program participants
will be instructed not to fear their
bodies and hate the pain. Pain is
not the enemy but a teacher telling
you to take a different road in
life." Participants will discover their
realistic limitations and how to become productive within those limits.
They will learn that increased activity and exercise does not equate
with increased pain.
12

The Saint Cloud Hospital Development Council gratefully acknowledges contributions
to the Development Fund from the following individuals, families, and businesses,
received between March 1, 1983 and June 1, 1983.

Pain: a personal experience

"In fact," she said, "just the
opposite occurs — an increase in
activity will cause a decrease in the
perception of pain."

In our program, our
intent is to show the
participants that pain
need not control their
lives. There are ways
to minimize the pain
and move on in life
feeling competent
and confident with
one's self. It's not
an easy process.

Pain is a personal experience.
Everyone perceives it differently
and no two people tolerate pain
in just the same way. In our fastpaced, high-stress society chronic
pain is becoming more prevalant.
Fortunately Saint Cloud Hospital
is offering a program for chronic
pain sufferers in this area and surrounding communities.
Ms. Borodine says she wants
people to know there is hope. "It's
a lot of hard work but well worth
the effort," she said. "Even if your
body hurts you can enjoy life again.
The choice is yours."

•
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HOSPICE FUND
In Memory of:
THANE SHINKLE
by Mr. and Mrs. Francis Roehl
by Ms. Clara Jacobson
by Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Shinkle
by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanson
by Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Laughlin
by Dr. and Mrs. Stewart Ellis
LAURA DIETMAN
by Mr. Victor Dietman
LEE STOCKINGER
by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Luckeroth
by Mrs. Eileen Stockinger
PATRICIA LOVOLD
by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Frampton
DOROTHY LIES
by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lies

JOHN GOEBEL
by Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ives
by Mrs. Irene Goebel
by Mr. and Mrs. Harold Legatt
and Steve Legatt
by Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Intl. Union
by Mr. and Mrs. Asta Reinarts, Jr.
DR. GEORGE RACHIE
by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Heimbach
by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Greene
by Mr. and Mrs. Rick Jaskowiak
by Mr. and Mrs. James Hillis
JULIA GOENNER
by Mr. and Mrs. David Goenner"

RUBEN GALES
by Social Work Service Staff
at V.A. Medical Center
by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Junglen
by Mr. and Mrs. R.P. Cook
by Mr. and Mrs. Doug Wenz
by Ellen Leadem Bickford and Deborah Leadem
by Mr. and Mrs. William Ritchie
by Mrs. Ruben Gales'
PAUL MELANSON
by Ms. Viginia Wills'
No Names (3)
Benton County Combined Charities

For Help and Support of:
CARL FRITZ FAMILY
by Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fritz'

Kimla Borodine
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MARY LINN KNEVEL MEMORIAL

AUXILIARY REMEMBRANCE FUND

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Knevel
In memory of Sylvester Merkling
In memory of Martin Pfannenstein

CANCER TREATMENT

ALCOHOL & CHEMICAL
DEPENDENCY UNIT
In Memory of:
KATE SHOEN
by Mr. and Mrs. Art Habstritt
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gomez
Madelyn Christenson
Central MN Assoc. for the Education
of Young Children - Donated
Phonograph and Records to 4 North

CANCER TREATMENT
In Memory of:
PATTE GUNDERSON
by Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Young
by Mr. Jay Gunderson
by Mr. and Mrs. William Heltemes
by Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Augustinack
by Royal Tire, Inc.
PATRICIA LOVOLD
by Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hedden
BERTHA PILANTZ
by Eleanor Smith

CARDIAC CARE
In Memory of:

In Memory of:

ALICE SCHROEDER
by Val and Kathleen Henning

RICHARD E. RANDALL
by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Schneider
by Mr. and Mrs. Al Pflipsen

MRS. FRANCES SCHABEL
by Clara Loesch

MRS. A.M. & LEE KRAMS
by Mrs. B.A. Calder
RICHARD E. RANDALL
by Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pfannenstein
PETER TERWEY
by Agnes Kosel
CLARA KREFFEL
by Val and Kathleen Henning
ARNOLD GOERGER
by Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mueller
ROSE ALBRECHT
by Val and Kathleen Henning

MRS. ALBERT MUELLER
by Herb and Darlene Bechtold
ALPHONSE ITEN
by Herb and Darlene Bechtold
PETER TERWEY
by Herb and Darlene Bechtold
SYLVESTER MERKLING
by Esther Bechtold
by Herb and Darlene Bechtold

The Central Minnesota Association for the Education of Young Children
donated a phonograph and records for the use of pediatric patients.

KATE TIDD
by Val and Kathleen Henning
by Helen Buerkle

BIRDIE HALL
by Clara Putney
WILFRED SALZL
by Patricia Kuechle
MARLENE FUERSTENBERG
by Patricia Kuechle
AUGUST BISCHOFF
by Mr. and Mrs. Art Habstritt
JEANETTE
by Monica Daniel

GREATEST NEED
In Memory of:
ELEANOR RAYMOND
by Dietmann Grocery
by Daniels, Morris, Witherall
MRS. A.M. & LEE KRAMS
by Mrs. B.A. Calder
PETER SCHREDER
by Mary McIntyre and Lillian Cessidy
RICHARD E. RANDALL
by Kraus, Philippi, and Ron
and Chas Pfannenstein
MRS. VAL SMITH
by Dorothy Norden
GERTRUDE SMITH
by Barbara White

KAREN BASTIEN
by Ray Pfannenstein
LEONA REICHENSPERGER
by Hospital Auxiliary
AL ITEN
by Clara Bechtold
ELMER HEINEN
by Donald and Agnes Steichen
by Anonymous
BIRDIE HALL
by Hospital Auxiliary
ANONYMOUS
by Nina Oja
ROSE ALBRECHT
by Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bieniewicz
and M. Sundell
by Mrs. Fred Albrecht
by Red and Rome Heurung

HOSPICE
In Memory of:
JOHN BURGMEIER
by Monica and Webb Daniel
DR. PHIL JORGENSEN
by Monica Daniel
LEONA REICHENSPERGER
by Monica Daniel
YVONNE RANK
by Monica and Webb Daniel
BIRDELLA HALL
by Tom Held

TRAINING EDUCATION
In Memory of:
PETER TERWEY
by Herb and Darlene Bechtold
FLORENCE SCHEIL
by Herb and Darlene Bechtold
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Hospital's Strategic Plan document completed
A five-year Strategic Plan document for Saint Cloud Hospital has
been completed and accepted by
the Hospital's Board of Trustees.
The document was prepared by
an outside consultant, Dr. Tom
Dolan, Associate Professor and
Director of the Center for Health
Services Education and Research
at St. Louis University, with the
assistance of the Hospital's Planning
and Management Engineering
Department and active participation
by the Administrative Council.
Together, they analyzed the
Hospital's strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats to its
business — that of providing health
care in a competitive market. They
looked at the Hospital's service
area, past and present, and gathered statistical data on the population within this area. They identified
the types of patients referred to
Saint Cloud Hospital.

The planners also assessed the
Hospital's internal environment —
its administration, personnel, programs, services, medical staff and
Board membership. Included in
the study was the quantity, quality
and demand for all hospital beds
within our service area, and a look
at all major inpatient and outpatient
services offered by area hospitals
and long-term care facilities including Saint Cloud Hospital.
They identified local, state and
national health care trends including legislation and regulation,
alternative delivery systems, new
technologies, and competition.
Finally, a list of short- and longterm goals and objectives (the
strategic plan) was drawn up listing
the challenges to be met by the
Hospital over the next five years.

"The strategic plan establishes
the direction this Hospital will take
over the next one to five years
through specific, accountable objectives," said Harry Knevel, SCH
Assistant Administrator for Planning
and Implementation.
"It's a very dynamic document,"
he added. "It will continue to
change as our internal and external
environments (such things as federal legislation and area demographics) change." Because of this,
the plan will be updated annually
by Arvind Salvekar, SCH Director
of Planning and Management
Engineering, who will review data;
and by the Administrative Council,
which will review and revise goals
and objectives.

Fr. Landsberger is newest board member
The Rev. Nicholas Landsberger
was recently appointed the bishop's
designate on the Saint Cloud
Hospital Board of Trustees.
Fr. Landsberger, pastor at
St. Mary's Cathedral, began his
duties on the board on July 16.
He succeeds the Rev. Daniel
Taufen.
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The 15-member Board of
Trustees consists of religious and
civic representatives in addition
to the hospital's Executive Vice
President, Associate Administrator
and the Chief of the Medical Staff.
The Board of Trustees is accountable for the total operation of the
hospital including quality of care,
and financial and legal areas.

The board also has the obligation to maintain the philosophy
of the hospital according to the
direction of the co-sponsorship
by the Sisters of the Order of
St. Benedict and the Diocese of
St. Cloud.

Medical Staff Officers elected for 1983-84
Saint Cloud Hospital recently
named its Medical Staff Officers
for the 1983-84 year.
Dr. Robert J. Scheuerell, an
orthopedic surgeon, has been
elected Chief of Staff; Dr. Phillip
H. Vander Stoep was elected
Chief of Staff-Elect; Dr. Thomas
L. Wyne was elected Secretary
and Dr. James L. Jost was elected
Representative at Large.
Dr. Scheuerell is an orthopedic
surgeon with St. Cloud Orthopedic
Associates and has been affiliated
with Saint Cloud Hospital since
1974. He is a graduate of Marquette School of Medicine in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and completed his internship and residency
at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit,
Michigan.
Dr. Vander Stoep has been a
radiologist at Saint Cloud Hospital

since 1976. He received his medical degree from the University of
Iowa. He completed his internship
at Good Samaritan Hospital in
Phoenix, Arizona, and his residency at the University of
California in San Diego.
Dr. Wyne has been affiliated
with the hospital since 1974 and
is a Family Practitioner with the
St. Cloud Medical Group. Dr.
Wyne completed his medical
education, internship and residency at Creighton University in
Omaha, Nebraska.
Dr. Jost has been affiliated with
the hospital since 1978 and is
a general surgeon with Memorial
Surgical Group. He is a graduate
of Tulane University School of
Medicine and completed his internship and residency at the
Hennepin County Medical Center
in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Dr. Robert J. Scheuerell

Wenstrom to be next Chamber president
Sam Wenstrom, assistant administrator of Personnel and Public
Relations Services at Saint Cloud
Hospital, has been elected president
of the St. Cloud Area Chamber of
Commerce.
He replaces Jack Robertson, president of First Bank of St. Cloud.
Wenstrom will serve from September 1, 1983 to August 31, 1984.
Wenstrom was employed by the
St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce from 1963-67 as the assistant manager. Since then, he has
been active as a Chamber volunteer and has served as treasurer,
vice president and president-elect.
He was elected to the Chamber's
Board of Directors in 1980.

Wenstrom is also past president
of the St. Cloud Kiwanis Club and
St. Cloud Board of Health. Currently, he is a member of the
St. Cloud City Charter Commission
and serves as a commissioner and
secretary for the Housing and
Redevelopment Authority (HRA).
The Chamber of Commerce has
1,324 members representing the
businesses and professional people
in St. Cloud. The organization
strives to preserve the free enterprise system of business, and to
promote both business and community growth and development.
Sam Wenstrom
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